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ABSTRACT

is developed for including the events induced by
earthquake and typhoon in the living PRA model.
However, due to the different methodology used for
fire and flood analyses, tere events are currently not
included i this model.

A living probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
model has been established for Chinshan uclear
Power Station (BWR-4, MARK-1) using NUPRA
software package. he core damage frequency due to
internal events, seismic events and typhoons are
evaluated i this model. Te methodology ad results
considering (lie recent implementation of die 5th
emergency diesel generator and automatic boron
injection function are presented. Te dominant
sequences of his PA model are discussed, and some
possible applications of this living model are
proposed.

In this paper, the Chinshan living PRA model
and results are psented. Dominant core dmage
sequences from internal events ad seismic events are
discussed. Finally, he possible applications of tis
living model are proposed.
11. LIVING PRA MODEL AND RESULTS
II.A Iternal Events

1. H4TRODUC1'ION
Fifteen initiating events are identified in the
Chinshan PRA. The event category and estimated
annual frequency for these events are described in Table
1. Event tree is developed for each initiating event to
delineate die accident sequences. 'Me last item of tis
table, anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) is
not an initiating event, but event trees are specifically
developed for analyzing these consequential eents.

The probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) project
of Chinslian Nuclear Power Station (CNPS) was
started in 1988 and completed in 1991. In this
original Chinshan PRA, the iternal events and
external events of earthquake, typhoon, fire and flood
were analyzed. The total core damage frequency (CDF)
is I.4xI0-4 per reactor-year(r-y) i wich the
contribution distributions are: internal event, 44%;
seismic event, 45%; fire, 10%; typhoon, 02%; and
flood, 0.1% (Ref. 1).

In preparing the living model, the fault tree are
modularized for saving memory and (Boolean)
operation. ault tree linkage method, i.e., small event
tree large fault tree, is used for the event tree model
and sequence quantification. In die sequence analysis,
the same function (for the headings in the event tree)
might be assigned differently under different
situations. Te detail of these pocesses has been
presented in a previous PSA meeting3.

At the time that this model was constructed, te
software for living PRA was rapidly developing.
Also, the important design changes for CNPS, i.e.,
installation of the 5th emergency diesel generator
EDG; CNPS has two uits, each unit had two EDGs
originally) and the implementation of te redundant
reactivity control system (RRCS; mainly adding
automatic boron injection function i standby liquid
control system), ave been completed recently. For
revising (lie PRA model ad future pplication of this
model, the living Chinshan PIZA
odel was
established in a personal computer using te latest
version of NPRA 2. 1) software2 A ethodology

The results of CDF initiated from eh initiating
event are also presented in the last column of Table ;
the total C13F for internal events is estimated to be
2.4xlo-4 per r-y. he value in die last row of this
table is die sum of all sequences due to ATWS. Due
to the installation of the 5th EDG, merely five percent
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Table 1. Internal Initia(ing Events for Chinslian PRA
Event Category

Initiating
CDF
Frequency (1/r-y) (1/r-y)
TIA: Reactor isolated, feedwater available
0.69
4.8xIO-8
TIB: Reactor isolated, feedwater trip
1.7
2.lxlO-6
T2A: Reactor not isolated, feedwater available
3.8
1.2x,0-7
T2B: Reactor not isolated, feedwater trip
1.1
1.2x 10-6
T3: Loss of offsite power
0.15
9.5xlO-6
T4: Inadvertent stuck open relieve valve
8.OxIO-2
3.4xlo-8
T5: Loss of feedwater
3.OxlO-2
9.5xIO-7
TC: Loss of compressed air
I.5x1O-3
3.4xIO-6
TS: Loss of CSCW
6.4x,0-4
2.9xIO-7
A: Large LOCA
2.7x10-4
3.OxI0-7
SI: Intermediate LOCA
2.7xlO-3
6.5xIO-7
S2: Small LOCA
2.7x1O-2
< 10-8
AO: LOCA bypassing containment
8.4xlo-6
1.IxIO-7
VA: Interfacing LOCA
4.5x10-6
2.4x1O-7
RV: Vessel rupture
2.7xlO-7
2.7x 10-7
CM: Anticipated tansient without scram
1.4xlO-4*
4.5xI0-6
(All transient initiating event frequency, 76) x (ailure of rod insertion per
demand, 1.8x,0-5)

of the CDF distributes about evenly in five transient
scenarios: loss of offsite power 20%, excluding
station blackout), ransient without ijection 20%),
loss of long-term heat removal (I 9%), ATWS (I 9%),
and station blackout 17%), and five percent from
LOCA sequences.

faflure of the condensate storage tank, which has to be
ANDed with failure to switch over to the suppression
pool as a failure echanism for igh pressure core
injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling
(RCIC). Because of the relatively high unavailability
on demand of HPCI and RCIC from oer causes, it is
slightly non conservative, but not very significantly
so, to omit this potential failure mechanism. These
approximations allow the almost complete separation
of te seismic and on seismic failure modes of
systems.

II.B. Seismic and Typhoon Events
The seismic fragilities for about one hundred
important equipment/structures in Chinshan Unit I are
evaluated for Chinshan PRA. However, only eighteen
of them are found to ave a median peak ground
acceleration (PGA < 3g or a high-confidence-low
-probability-of-failure (I-ICLPF) acceleration < Ig.
Table 2 depicts these equipmentlaructures and their
fragilities. Due to the strong fragility of the other
safety-related equipment/structures, die probability of
annual scismically iduced filure for those equipment
/structures are negligible.

This approach simplifies die quantificatio of
seismic-event trees, because now te seismic parts of
the quantification, which are done on SEISMIC codel,
can be separated from (he non seismic (or random)
parts, which are done on NUPRA, as in the case of the
internal-event tree. Te seismic-event analysis is
startedAicrefore, with a front-end seismic-event ree,
shown in Fig. 1, which odels seismically induced
failures of components and structures and defines the
initial seismic-damage states. For those damage
states not directly leading to core damage a system
event tree is developed, ad which includes only non
seismic failure.

In order to incorporate die seismic and typhoon)
events into the living
odel a methodology is
developed to separate the sismic and non seismic
(random) failures. This is possible because of die way
the impact of the seismic failures is modeled. In a
seismic event, all redundant components affected by a
seismic failure are assumed to fail at the same time.
Thus, there are very few ixed cut sets of he
seismic* random type. One notable exception is

The front-end seismic-event tree is evolved from a
preliminary front-end seismic-event tree hat included
more seismic failures, specifically, an event
representing seismically induced diesel generator
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Table 2 Significant Selismically-induced Failures
Structure equipment
Control room ceiling
Offsite power (ceramic insulator)
Gas turbine
Air accumulator of relief valve
Power center transformers
Core support structure
Gas turbine motor control center
Conednsate storage tank
Reactor vessel support skirt
Switchgear (structure)
Fuel-assembly
Recirculation pumps
Diesel oil storage tank
Switchgear (relay chatter)
Essensial service warer MCC
Main control boards
D/G control panel chatter)
480-V power center chatter)
* Negligible contributors to CDF

PGA(g)

HCLPF(g)

0.35
0.11
0.40
0.19
0.61
0.40
0.79
0.19
1.03
0.31
1.05
0.29
1.08
0.34
1.15
0.29
1.22
0.43
1.56
0.50
1.70
0.56
1.77
0.59
2.10
0.62
2.25
0.80
2.65
0.77
2.65
0.79
4.44
0.85
5.66
0.88
and not modeled.

failures, and an event representing failure of all the
electrically powered systems due to relay catter.
Solution of this original tree, owever sows that
these failures are insignificant contributors to core
damage frequency, hence tey were left off the final
tree used in the analysis.

Related I leading
(Fig.1)
CR
OP
Op
SA
Ap
CM
Op
RV
Ap
CM
Rp

AP

Similar methodology is applied to evaluate the
typhoon event induced core damage frequency. The
strong wind induced loss of offsite power (due to
failure of switchyard, or both transmission line and
gas turbine building) frequency is estimated to be 1 I
x 1-5 per year. Using the same loss of offsite power
event tree as that for seismically-induced loss of offsite
power, the CDF is evaluated to be I.2xI0-7 per r-y.
The original typhoon event induced CDF is 3.2xlo-7
per r-y.

The equipment/structures considered i each
heading in the front-end tree are shown in the last
column of Table 2 It is noteworthy that for control
room abitable heading CR, additional event of "loss
of control room habitability given seismically-induced
ceiling failure" is considered. A pseudo fragility for
this event is assumed to be the same as hat of control
room ceiling. Furthermore, the fragility of offsite
power in Table 2 is specifically or 345-,kv
transmission line ceramic insulator. Due to its
different design, the fragility of 69-kv ransmission
line, to which h two gas urbines are connected, is
considered to be very strong.

II.C. Safety Enhancement
Improvements

of Recent Design

In the orginal Chinshan PRA (before design
improvements), te CDF for internals events was
estimated to be 6.IxI0-5 per r-y. Installation of the
5th EDG gives a CDF reduction of 3.6x10-5 per r-y.
The implementation of the RRCS will prevent the
operator eor in failure to inject boron i time uder
ATWS. However, the dominant events for te ATWS
sequence are valves set in wrong configuration in the
standby liquid control system. This design change
gives 5xI0-7 per r-y reduction of CDF, about 10%
of all AYWS sequences. It is noteworthy that in
addition to failure to inject born, the operator errors in
inhibiting automaLic-depressurization system (ADS)
and preventing vessel overfill are also evaluated in the

Out of eighteen plant damage conditions identified
in Fig. 1, system event trees are developed for eight of
them to further identify the accident sequences. he
quantification of these event trees is performed by
NUPRA software. Te results of core damage
frequencies initiated by these events are illustrated in
(lie rightest column (values i parenthesis) of Fig. 1.
The total seismically-induced CDF is estimated to be
6.6 x 1-5 per r-y.
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PRA model. These operator errors are found to be
more cucial tan initiating boron injection.

but currently this credit is
model.

In the original Chinshan PRA, te seismicallyinduced CDF was estimated to be 6.3xlo-5 per r-y.
An error for te equation used for loss of long-term
heat removal function in EKCR (sequence S02 in Fig.
1) system event tree was found wile performing the
living PRA. After the Crrection, the CDF for
Clihishan uit I (before design improvements)
becomes 6.8xlo-5 per r-y. Installation of the 5th
EDG results in a 20 x 10-6 per r-y reduction of CDF,
while the RRCS gives negligible iprovement of

III.B. Extenial Events

ot taken in the PRA

Due to [lie weak fragility of control room ceiling
and the assumption of control room abitability
described-above, seismically induced loss of control
room is the main initiator for core damage. Under
seismically induced loss of control room situation,
there is possibility that logic cabinets generating
automatic safety system actuating signal will also be
damaged. The most dominant sequence in seismic
events is that auto-initiation of injection systems
capability is lost (with assumed probability of 0.10),

seismically-induced CDF.
111. DISCUSSION OF DOMINANT SEQUENCES

and the operators are unable to regain control fom the
alternate sutdown panel (ASP, with assuived
probability of 07, mainly due to the reason that only
in the office our regain of control is possible by
operators outside the ain control room; operator in
the main control room are likely to be striked by the
failing ceiling). Te frequency for this sequence is
-5
estimated to be 1.9x10 per r-y.

III.A Iternal Events
In the original Chinshan PRA, he two most
dominant sequences are both station blackout: one
with failure to recover power in 10 fir (CDF = 3.6x
10-5 per r-y), and te oher with a stuck open relief
valve and failure to recover power in 30 nin. (CDF =
3.7xI0-6 per r-y). After the installation of the Rh
EDG, the CDF for these two sequences become
3.4xI0-6 per r-y and 4.0xI0-7 per r-y, respectively.
The most dominant sequences changes to loss of
offsite power ad subsequent failure of all ijection
(not due to complete loss of ac power), which
increases from 1 I 10-6 to 4.Ox 10-6 per r-y. This is
because that before (lie installation of the 5th EDG,
loss of combined structure cooling water (CSCW) will
lead to failure of both original EDGs and all
emergency core cooling systems (due to loss of room
cooling for turbine-driven HPCI and RCIC, and loss
of motor'cooling for low pressure injection systems),
and'these events are categorized as cut sets in the
station blackout sequence. Since ie Rh EDG is
independent of CSCW, after he design change hese
events will not lead to sation blackout but will cause
loss of all ijection under loss of offsite power
situation. Te long-term station blackout (filure to
recover power in 10 fir) sequence is however, still the
second dominant sequence.

The second dominant sequence is seismically
induced safety relief valve (SRV) accumulators failure
and loss of control room, which has an estimated
frequency of 1.6x10-5 per r-y. The assumed
consequence of accumulators failure, i.e., loss of
instrument itrogen, will lead to SRVs uavailable for
depressurization. Ahoug te RCIC system ca be
operated fom the ASP, its room cooling cannot.
Thus, eventually RCIC fails due to o room cooling.
Since the vessel can not be depressurized, the low
pressure systems are unable to make up inventory.
The above two sequences contribute more than 50 of
the seisn-dcally-induced CDF.
A sensitivity study was performed to understand
what CDF reduction can be obtained if the fragilities
for control room ceiling and/or SRV accumulators are
improved to very high values. Assuming no control
room ceiling failure in a seismic event, te
seismically induced CDF becomes 7.4x10-6 per r-y
i.e., an 89% reduction. If no SRV accumulators
failure is further assumed, the CDF decreases to
5.6x 10-6 per r-y.

The third dominant sequence is initiated by loss of
compressed air followed by loss of residual beat
removal RIIR) system. Since the power conversion
system and containment venting are not available
under no compressed air circumstance, the long-term
heat removal function is solely relied o the RIIR
system. This sequence as an estimated CDF of
3.3x,0-6 per r-y, and the vve problems are the
dominant contributors to this sequence. Considering
the long period of time available before core damage,
the ecovery of tese valve problems is highly likely,

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A living PRA, for Chinshan Nuclear Power
Station Unit
has been established using NUPRA
software package. Tis odel evaluates core damage
sequences initiated by iternal events, seismic events,
and typhoons. A specific methodology decoupling die
seismic failures ad rando flures is developed for
the seismic event and typhoon analysis. The recently
two design canges, i.e., installation of the Rh EDG
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.

and implementation of lZlWS ave been icorporated
into the model. he frst iprovement gives a safety
enhancement of 3.8xlo-5 per r-y CDF reduction,
while the second gives 5.0x,0-7 per r-y CDF
reduction. Te CDF induced by internal events is
estimated be 2.4x,0-5 per r-y, by seismic events,

plant specific technical specification O the oer
hand, tis living model will be updated at least after
every refueling outage to be consistent witli the design
chang, component failure experience, procedure and/or
operator training improvement, and new knowledge
about severe accident. In this way, the odel grows
with the plant, and is always a correct and andy tool
for PRA application.

6.6x,0-5 per r-y, and by typhoons, 1.2x,0-7 per r-y.
Considering CDF iduced by fire events, 1.4xlo-5 per
r-y, currently he total CDF for Chinshan Uit I is
I.OxIO-4 per r-y.
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